RESPONSE DATA

110
03
05
01
32
07
12
29
07
05
211

EMS
Fires
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Hazardous - No Fire
Public Assistance
Beeping Smoke Detectors
Police Assist
Cancelled Calls
False Alarms
Miscellaneous
Total Calls

Dispatch Ring Times: ≤ 10 secs 96.18%
Patient Lift Assist: 15; total commitment: 6:54:17

The new Kaiser medical building is expected to be fully staffed and operational no
later than July 1, 2017. That may change, but they are pushing hard to stay on
target. If you haven’t been out on a walk through and seen the construction details,
now is a good time; it’s also a good idea to check the functional operability of the
handheld radios before they are signed off as being approved.
Engineering is starting 4-lane construction on Whitewood, from Triple C Ranch to a
new street to the north, known as Clearview. From Clearview to Hellebore St., the
fine grading is almost finished on a new subdivision; the asphalt should be
completed by the end of this month. When the new section is completed, it will
allow travel on Whitewood, from Murrieta Hot Springs to Scott Road.
The Clinton Keith extension should be completed early next year, which should
relieve some of the heavy traffic Station 3 crews see while navigating on Murrieta
Hot Springs. It appears that they will open all six lanes, instead of the original plan
of four.
It is a ways out, but Prevention wanted to keep you informed about what is being
discussed behind the scenes.

EMS Calls Only
Call Processing Time (Secs)
Turnout Time (Mins)
Travel Time (Mins)
Total Time to Arrival (Mins)

:35
1:08
3:43
5:25

Fire/Other Calls
Call Processing Time (Secs)
Turnout Time (Mins)
Travel Time (Mins)
Total Time to Arrival (Mins)

:51
1:30
2:39
5:00
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TRAINING DIVISION

Captain Sean DeGrave

7 Ways Leaders Maintain Their
Composure in Difficult Times
Glenn Llopis • Forbes Jan 20, 2014

Leaders need to show more composure than ever
before in the workplace. With the change in
management requirements, increased marketplace
demands and intensifying competitive factors that
surround us, leaders must have greater poise, agility
and patience to minimize the impact of uncertainty.
How leaders respond to these and other growing
pressures is an indication of their leadership
preparedness, maturity and acumen.
The composure of a leader is reflected in their
attitude, body language and overall presence. In
today’s evolving business environment, it is clear
that leadership is not only about elevating the

performance, aptitude and development of people – but
more so about the ability to make people feel safe and
secure. Employees have grown tired of working in
survival mode and thus want to be part of a workplace
culture where they can get back to doing their best work
without the fear of losing their jobs.
I worked with a colleague that lacked composure and was
always in a panic. Though he had tremendous credentials,
he lacked the ability to remain calm and thus often made
his employees feel uneasy. His leadership role was just too
big for what he was capable of handling. He was often
too dramatic and the smallest of problems launched him
into crisis management mode. Needless to say, he wasn’t
an effective leader that could deal with real crisis and
change. Because he was unable to reinvent himself and
adapt to the unexpected, his tenure was short-lived.
-MORE

The composure of a leader is reflected in their
attitude, body language and overall presence. In
today’s evolving business environment, it is clear
EMS Coordinator, Jennifer Antonucci
that leadership is not only about elevating the March 7, 2017 | By Dr. Eli Yaffe, head of Training at Magen David Adom
CHANGES IN IMAGE TREND
performance, aptitude and development of people –
but more so about the ability to make people feel
The signature fields can now be enlarged
safe and secure. Employees have grown tired of
working in survival mode and thus want to be part of
a workplace culture where they can get back to
doing their best work without the fear of losing their
jobs.

 Medication can be documented in free text
 From the “Patient” panel on the left, select the
“History” tab. You have the ability to enter the
multi-select history or type in free text
 Please provide feedback on the “Option 1 or
Option 2” from the On Scene panel

Car ramming attacks—like the one that killed 84 people in Nice, France, on
Bastille Day 2016—are increasing in frequency. Here are some tips for EMS to
prepare for the response. (AP photo/Sasha Goldsmith)
During the past year, ramming attacks have become somewhat of an
epidemic in Israel. The country has been experiencing a variety of terror
attacks, including ramming attacks, for close to 20 years. Magen David Adom,
Israel’s EMS organization, has some advice for other EMS agencies to prepare
for terrorist incidents.
The 2016 ramming attack that took place on July 14, Bastille Day, at the Nice
boardwalk took the lives of 84 people and resulted in the injuries of some
200 people, making it the deadliest ramming attack ever to occur. When
compared to other terrorist attacks that have claimed similar numbers of
casualties, this one was much simpler to execute. Ramming attacks don’t
require intricate planning, intelligence gathering or any logistical
infrastructure. Thus, making them that much more dangerous. MORE
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Weed Abatement
Weed Abatement season will be quickly upon
us. Each spring, Murrieta Fire & Rescue,
through our Community Risk Reduction
Division (Fire Prevention), launches a public
information effort to notify and remind
property owners of the hazards and risks
associated with overgrown vegetation on lots
within City limits.
Due to our welcomed drought-busting rain
these past few months, we have already
observed more than normal growth and a
beautiful green landscape. This year will be of
significant importance as we see the
vegetation cure (dry), turn brown, and the fuel
moistures return to critical summer/fall levels.

This photo shows a large boulder resting in the
backyard of a residence in Ventura County during
the 2013 Camarillo Springs Fire. The boulder had
been dislodged from the ridge in the
background, rolled down the hill, through a
fence, narrowly missing residents and
firefighters.
Don’t wait for the weed abatement notice; if you
have property larger than 5 acres, begin to make
your plans to reduce your risk by removing
hazardous weeds and vegetation, creating a 100’
defensible space between fuels and structures,
and creating a firebreak along the perimeter and
through the parcel so no portion is larger than 2
½ acres. Parcels 5 acres or less, require
vegetation to be reduced to 4” or less.

Our goal is to reduce the start or spread of
fires, especially in the wildland/urban interface For additional information, please contact MFR
at 951-304-FIRE (3473)
(WUI). Weeds act as tinder and ladder fuels,
helping to cause rapid growth and explosive
fire behavior. Years of drought have left the
larger fuels with extremely low fuel moisture.
In addition to the risk of property damage and
injuries to our customers, firefighters face
extraordinary dangers when on the fire lines.

FINAL-Fire
FIRE-Alarm Final
FIRE-Miscellaneous
FIRE-Overhead Hydro
FIRE-Pre-Thrust Block
FIRE-Rough
FIRE-Sprinkler Final
FIRE-Underground Hydro
Total
New Submittals

Fire Sprinklers
Fire Alarms
Building
Hood/Miscellaneous
Total

0
0
2
0
2

Total

0
2
2

Total

8
3
11

Resubmittals

Fire Sprinklers
Building
Plan Check Review

Approved
Corrections
Fees Collected

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor

Battalion Chief Steve Kean

T1 – In service; warranty repairs coming
Station 1: HVAC repair TBA

T2 – In service
E2 – In service
E3 – In service; AC repair

Station 2: Wi-Fi install: 3-22

E4 – OOS; transmission
Station 3: Wi-Fi install: 3-23

E5 – In service
E21 – In service
B2 – In service; H2O lights

Station 4: Wi-Fi install: 3-24

B3 – Body repair
B5 – OOS (auxillary pump)
OES – In Service
R5 – In service

1
0
1
4
0
10
5
0
21

Station 5: Wi-Fi install: 3-27

$1,393
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Captain Eric Ackerman

Why Cancer Is Killing Boston’s Firefighters
Boston Magazine – Blair Miller - March 2017

…better to have tried and failed
than to have never tried at all Alfred Lord Tennyson

Turns out the deadliest part about being one of our city’s rescuers
isn’t running into a burning building.
It was nearly 100 degrees outside when the emergency call reached
Engine Company 39. A triple-decker in Savin Hill had erupted in
flames, and a haze of thick black smoke was all but blanketing the
sky. Firefighter Glenn Preston, a burly father of four who had only
recently returned to action after breaking his neck on the job, was
among the first to arrive. The blaze was larger than Preston had
expected, and he knew the punishing summer heat would only
make matters worse.
Saddled with 80 pounds of gear, Preston charged toward the
building. He tried to haul himself over a fence into the yard, but his
boot caught on the top, sending him to the ground like a sack of
bricks. After the initial shock, Preston felt a rush of adrenaline lift
him to his feet and he scrambled into the smoky abyss.
Visibility was awful as Preston felt his way through unfamiliar
territory inch by inch. At first he didn’t even notice that he was
gasping for air. “Who is breathing like that?” a fellow crew member
barked over the radio. Preston snapped to: “It’s me, it’s me,” he
yelled, pressing deeper into the smoke. “I’m fine.” After all, he
thought to himself, these were precisely the moments he’d
dreamed of as a boy growing up in Boston—plunging into hell in
service to the nation’s oldest fire department.

You do not have to believe in
“Karma” to appreciate the values
espoused by its principles…

Backup soon arrived, and the blaze withered. By no means was
Preston’s tumble over the fence the worst he’d had, but something
was wrong: He couldn’t stop wheezing. When he finally stepped out
of the smoldering house and into the sunlight, he tried to inhale and
catch his breath. “It felt like a gunshot,” he recalls. More HERE
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Executive Director, Queen Ayers from
Brookdale dropped by some sweets…

Captain Joe Bourque pins Ryan's bugles at Station 2;
they worked together for almost two years prior to
their recent promotions.

MFR Fire Explorers preparing for Muster Season.

Lift assists listed by Station response area; YTD: January - March

Captain Norton, Engineer Nelson, and FF/PM Brann work
on dislodging a fifth-wheel that was a little tight on the
turn coming out of the Sam’s Club fuel pumps.

Sandy volunteered to take notes at March AFB during our last Riverside County Chiefs meeting; afterwards she got a tour of a C-17 cargo plane…

